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Hello!  

 

HBA Legal was thrilled to be invited to present at this year’s Safety Rehabilitation and 
Compensation Licensees Association Education Day, held at the Optus campus in Sydney (12 
July 2018).  

  

We were asked to lead some thinking at the claims breakout session, and it was great to be in a 
room with so many claims managers and to experience such curiosity and openness to finding 
better ways to get great results. 

 

Our design thinking approach to long tail claims was received brilliantly – we’re so pleased you 
got to see what that approach can do for your business. 

 

Here are the overall results of the session.  We thought this would be useful in reflecting, and 
sharing with your extended team. 

  

Please reach out to us for further information, or if you just want a coffee and a chat about design 
thinking! 

  

Claire, Nathan and Brett 
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What took place?  

  

Brett kicked off the workshop with a short session aimed at identifying the tools available to 
licensees, both under the SRC Act and through general claims management.  

 

Together, we created a toolbag for managing long tail claims. 

 

It looked like this: 

 

Review initial acceptance of liability s36 and s57 – medical examinations 

MD and ODG Guidelines Surveillance and social media investigations 

s58 – request for information Search for other proceedings, and claims 
against previous employers 

s19(4) – deeming able to earn Pre-employment medical information 

s37(7) – rehab suspension s39 – aids and appliances 

Third party recovery  

 

 

And what happened? 

  

Armed with our toolbag, Claire led a design thinking activity which split the attendees into small 
groups, each of which was tasked with solving a real life long tail claim.   

 

Claire explained the basis of design thinking, and its relevance to long tail claims management.   

 

First, we empathised (what is keeping you up at night about this claim?), then we defined 
success (what do you want to achieve here?).  Then we brainstormed (how can we achieve 

success?) as many possible solutions as we could come up with.   

 

Some ideas reflected the tools we had already talked about, but some of the additional 
suggestions were: 

 

Review CCTV footage Termination from employment 

Call the employee and build/mend relationship Review treatment 

Review diagnosis Case conference with stakeholders 

Get legal advice Expert radiological opinion 

Investigate third party recovery Witness statements 
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The most creative solutions included sending the employee to speed dating and paying for a 
nanny! 

  

The final stage of the design thinking process was to test and implement (of the possible 

solutions, which one meets our needs?).  

 

Importantly, we considered the possible solutions, evaluating their suitability in the context of 
business procedures and policies, the legislation, and the success that we had defined earlier. 

  

Nathan finished with a wrap up of the learnings from the session, and a reminder of how important 
effective and strategic management of long tail claims is in this scheme. 

 

A reminder of the process …  
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Thanks again.  See you soon.  

HBA Legal. Perth. 

T: +61 (0) 8 9265 6000 
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